Solar Orbiter's first Venus flyby: observations from the Radio and Plasma Wave instrument
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On December 27, 2020, Solar Orbiter completed its first gravity assist manoeuvre of Venus. While this flyby was performed to provide the spacecraft with sufficient velocity to get closer to the Sun and observe its poles from progressively higher inclinations, the Radio and Plasma Wave (RPW) consortium, along with other operational in-situ instruments, had the opportunity to perform high cadence measurements and study the plasma properties in the induced magnetosphere of Venus. In this work we present an overview of the in situ observations performed by RPW, inside the induced magnetosphere of Venus, during this first encounter of Solar Orbiter. These data allowed conclusive identification of various waves at low and higher frequencies than previously observed and detailed investigation regarding the structure of the induced magnetosphere of Venus. Furthermore, noting that prior studies were mainly focused on the magnetosheath region and could only reach 10-12 Venus radii (RV) down the tail, the particular orbit geometry of Solar Orbiter’s VGAM1, allowed the first investigation of the nature of the plasma waves continuously from the bow-shock to the magnetosheath, extending to ∼ 70 RV in the far distant tail region.